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WAX FRUIT: THE COGNIZABILITY OF FOURTH AMENDMENT CLAIMS IN COLLATERAL ATTACKS UPON CONVICTIONS

In Kaufman v. United States the Supreme Court held that a federal prisoner could collaterally challenge the validity of a conviction predicated on the admission of illegally seized evidence, notwithstanding his failure to raise the Fourth Amendment issue on direct appeal.

Harold Kaufman was indicted for armed robbery of a federally insured savings and loan association. At trial defense counsel conceded that Kaufman committed the act and pleaded him insane. Counsel objected to the admission of certain evidence that tended to establish the defendant's sanity on the ground that it was inadmissible as the fruit of an illegal search, but the court overruled the objection. Kaufman's appeal was prosecuted by a newly appointed counsel who did not raise the search and seizure issue. The conviction was affirmed, and the Supreme Court denied certiorari.

While serving sentence Kaufman filed a motion for post conviction relief under 28 U.S.C. Section 2255, claiming that his conviction was based upon the admission of illegally seized evidence. The federal district court denied relief, holding that the record did not substantiate the claim of illegal search and seizure and further asserting that the issue, not being assigned as error on direct appeal, was not a ground for collateral attack through a Section 2255 motion. The district court and the court of appeals then denied Kaufman's application for leave to appeal in forma pauperis. The Supreme Court granted certiorari, and treated these actions by the lower courts as denying that claims of unlawful search and seizure could be raised on a motion to vacate under Section 2255. This denial was in accord with overwhelming precedent throughout the federal judicial system.

1 "Plays can close. Television you can turn off. Wax fruit lays in the bowl till you're a hundred". N. Simon, Come Blow Your Horn 80-81 (1963).
4 Although newly appointed counsel did not assign the admission of allegedly illegal evidence as error, Kaufman wrote a letter requesting him to submit a fourth amendment claim to the court of appeals. Counsel forwarded the letter to the court, but the subsequent opinion affirming the conviction did not appear to pass on the search and seizure claim. See Kaufman v. United States, 394 U.S. 217, 220 n.3 (1969).
5 Kaufman v. United States, 350 F.2d 408 (8th Cir. 1965).
7 The pertinent provisions of 28 U.S.C. § 2255 (1964) are:

A prisoner in custody under sentence of a court established by Act of Congress claiming the right to be released upon the ground that the sentence was imposed in violation of the Constitution or laws of the United States, or that the court was without jurisdiction to impose such sentence, or that the sentence was in excess of the maximum authorized by law, or is otherwise subject to collateral attack, may move the court which imposed the sentence to set aside and shall discharge the prisoner or resentence him or grant a new trial or correct the sentence as may appear appropriate.

A motion for such relief may be made at any time.

Unless the motion and the files and records of the case conclusively show that the prisoner is entitled to no relief, the court shall cause notice thereof to be served upon the United States attorney, grant a prompt hearing thereon, determine the issues and make findings of fact and conclusions of law with respect thereto. If the court finds that the sentence imposed was not authorized by law or otherwise open to collateral attack, or that there has been such a denial or infringement of the constitutional rights of the prisoner as to render the judgment vulnerable to collateral attack, the court shall vacate and set the judgment aside and shall discharge the prisoner or resentence him or grant a new trial or correct the sentence as may appear appropriate.

A court may entertain and determine such motion without requiring the production of the prisoner at the hearing.

The sentencing court shall not be required to entertain a second or successive motion for similar relief on behalf of the same prisoner.

9 Id. at 487.
10 In forma pauperis is the manner in which an indigent defendant perfects an appeal without liability for costs. The denials to Kaufman were not accompanied by written opinions.
13 United States v. Re, 372 F.2d 641 (2d Cir. 1967); D.B. Welles v. United States, 372 F.2d 67 (7th Cir. 1967); Cox v. United States, 351 F.2d 280 (8th Cir. 1965); Eisner v. United States, 351 F.2d 55 (6th Cir. 1965); Kapsalis v. United States, 345 F.2d 392 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 382 U.S. 946 (1965); Nash v. United States, 342 F.2d 366 5th Cir. (1965); Springer v. United States, 340 F.2d 950 (8th Cir. 1965); Armstead v. United States, 318 F.2d 725 (5th Cir. 1963); Thompson v. United States, 315 F.2d 689 (6th Cir.), cert. denied, 375 U.S. 843 (1963); Peters v. United States, 312 F.2d 481 (8th Cir. 1963); Warren v. United States, 311 F.2d 673 (8th Cir. 1963); Williams v. United States, 307 F.2d 366 (9th Cir. 1962); United States v. Jenkins, 281 F.2d 193 (3rd Cir. 1960); United States v. DeFilho, 182 F. Supp. 782 (S.D.N.Y. 1959), aff'd per curiam, 277 F.2d 162 (2d Cir. 1960); Eberhart v. United States, 262 F.2d 421 (9th Cir. 1958); Plummer v. United States, 260 F.2d 729 (D.C. Cir. 1958); Willkens v. United States, 258 F.2d 416 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 357 U.S. 942 (1958); White v. United States, 235 F.2d 221 (D.C. Cir. 1956).
In several cases, however, the courts have indicated a substantial degree of uncertainty as to the propriety of this rule by denying the motion on the merits and suggesting dismissal of the claim as non-cognizable under Section 2255 or on alternate grounds. This uncertainty is, perhaps, understandable since the federal courts regularly entertain the motion when it is based on other constitutional grounds. Several lower federal courts have indicated, in dicta, that Fourth Amendment claims should also be recognized under Section 2255.

Section 2255 was designed to revise federal habeas corpus relief by providing that the federal prisoner seek post conviction relief in the original sentencing court rather than in the court in the district of his confinement. This change was designed to minimize the administrative difficulties encountered in a habeas corpus proceeding but was not intended to narrow the scope of grounds for a collateral attack upon a conviction. Thus, although the court in which to bring a 2255 application was changed, there was no modification of the rule that only error of the magnitude cognizable under a writ of habeas corpus to state prisoners formed an appropriate ground for relief.

The basic uncertainty as to whether 2255 relief extended to alleged Fourth Amendment violations was accentuated by the fact that the courts of appeal have denied cognizance without enumerating reasons for distinguishing search and seizure claims for collateral relief from other constitutional grounds where relief was granted. In Thornton v. United States, however, the District of Columbia Circuit, in holding that 2255 should not be available to state prisoners, effect is given to the scope of rights cognizable under a writ of habeas corpus to state prisoners. The few district courts whose territorial jurisdiction was the requirement that the action be brought in the court of the district of confinement. The few district courts whose territorial jurisdiction included the major federal penal institutions were required to handle an inordinate number of habeas corpus actions. During the years preceding enactment of section 2255 in 1948, 65% of all habeas corpus applications were filed in but 5 of the 84 district courts. See Speck, Statistics on Federal Habeas Corpus, 10 Ohio St. L.J. 337 (1949). The district courts encountered numerous other hurdles in attempting to decide collateral claims away from the scene of the factual situation, the homes of witnesses, and the records of the sentencing court. Because the trial records were not always available, the court in the district of confinement was often forced to consider repetitious or frivolous applications for collateral relief. Thus, in order to obviate the impediments inherent in habeas corpus procedure regarding federal prisoners, section 2255 was inserted into the 1948 Revision of the Judicial Code. See S. Rpt. No. 1559, 80th Cong., 2d Sess. 8-10 (1948).

Among the serious practical difficulties that had arisen in administering habeas corpus procedure to federal prisoners was the requirement that the action be brought in the court of the district of confinement. The new courts whose territorial jurisdiction included the major federal penal institutions were required to handle an inordinate number of habeas corpus actions. During the six years preceding enactment of section 2255 in 1948, 65% of all habeas corpus applications were filed in but 5 of the 84 district courts.
able on Fourth Amendment grounds, suggested various reasons supporting its contention. The Court asserted that pragmatic notions of finality in criminal litigation dictated that collateral relief be treated differently with regard to federal prisoners than with regard to state prisoners, and that the vitality of the Fourth Amendment was adequately served by the opportunity afforded a federal defendant to enforce the exclusionary rule at or before trial. The Court concluded that a 2255 motion for collateral relief based on an unconstitutional search and seizure should be available only on a showing of exceptional circumstances.

The government's argument in *Kaufman* was structured on the *Thornton* reasoning and the decision in *Sunal v. Large*, which prevented certain constitutional claims from cognizance under 2255 because the writ of habeas corpus was designed for collateral review on a judgment of conviction and not as a substitute for appeal for alleged errors committed at trial.

In *Kaufman*, Mr. Justice Brennan, speaking for the majority of a divided court, rejected the argument that 2255 relief was not available as a substitute for an appeal by distinguishing the limitations posed in *Sunal* on the ground that they were discussed in the context of an alleged nonconstitutional trial error, and not error of the magnitude cognizable under a writ of habeas corpus. Brennan then noted that *Townsend v. Sain* had held that habeas corpus was not to be denied state prisoners alleging constitutional deprivations solely because they failed to seek remedy by appeal. By stating that the power of inquiry on federal habeas corpus is plenary, the Townsend Court apparently cloaked the federal judiciary with jurisdictional authority to consider issues of constitutional magnitude on collateral appeal. However, because Townsend involved the habeas corpus request of a state prisoner, Brennan found it necessary to review the historical development of the habeas corpus remedy in regard to state prisoners as a basis for extending collateral relief to federal prisoners.

The renowned trilogy of cases that liberalized the post conviction doctrine of habeas corpus to implement justice more expeditiously with regard to state prisoners included *Townsend, Fay v. Noia,* and *Henry v. Mississippi.* In *Townsend* the Court attempted to redefine and outline the guidelines as to when a petitioner convicted in a state court is entitled to an evidentiary hearing in a federal district court. The petitioner is entitled to review if:

1. The merits of the factual dispute were not resolved in the state hearing, or
2. The state factual determination is not fairly supported by the record as a whole, or
3. The fact-finding procedure employed by the state was not adequate to afford a full and fair fact hearing, or
4. There is a substantial allegation of newly discovered evidence, or
5. The material facts were not adequately developed in the state court hearing, or
6. For any reason it appears that the state trier of fact did not afford the applicant a full and fair fact hearing.

Noia allowed federal collateral review of an un-
appealed state conviction by ruling that an allegation of unconstitutionality is not defeated by anything that may occur in state court proceedings.\(^4\) Thus, a failure to appeal the original conviction would not bar collateral attack if the appeal were not available at the time collateral relief is requested. Although this situation would normally arise under exceptional circumstances,\(^2\) a court, under the *Noia* doctrine, could grant relief in the interest of justice even though a prisoner knowingly failed to appeal.\(^4\) *Henry* expanded this notion by holding that even a legitimate state interest being served by a procedural requirement neither substantiates the constitutionality of state procedure which threatens to override a federal right nor bars a challenge to the requirement on collateral attack.\(^4\) Thus, collateral relief, as presently interpreted regarding state prisoners, permits a legitimate, viable constitutional claim which is not raised at trial or on appeal to be vindicated through the habeas corpus remedy.\(^4\)

The government, in *Kaufman*, conceded the existence of substantial justifications for federal district court relitigation of federal contentions arising in a state criminal proceeding.\(^4\) Its argument, however, emphasized that, unlike the state prisoner, the federal prisoner was tried in a federal forum from the beginning. Since he had the opportunity to litigate his constitutional claim before a federal judge and to appeal to a federal court of appeals, the federal judicial system has already had the "last say" and no reason exists to allow collateral relitigation.\(^4\) Thus, the government contended that Kaufman should not be entitled to post conviction relief because considerations of finality militate against the continued existence of federal collateral remedy.\(^4\)

Justice Brennan negated this argument by asserting that the effective protection of constitutional rights in criminal trials necessitates a continuing access to a mechanism for collateral relief.\(^4\) "The right then is not merely to a federal forum but to a full and fair consideration of constitutional claims."\(^5\) This position is perfectly legitimate despite the fact that it may increase the administrative burden on the federal courts. There is no assurance that the federal trial and appeal process is infallible or that new circumstances may not arise to invalidate the prior litigation.\(^4\) No conviction should be finalized until the defendant has received a legitimate adjudication of every valid constitutional claim asserted.

*Kaufman* extended the rulings applicable to state prisoners with collateral search and seizure claims\(^6\)

\(^6\) Gladden v. Gidley, 337 F.2d 574 (9th Cir. 1964).

\(^2\) The right to the habeas remedy is usually made conditional on the fact that the constitutional violation was not addressed either at trial or on appeal, due to the inexcusable neglect of the defendant in failing to object to an obvious constitutional infirmity. However, inexcusable neglect is reduced to virtual insignificance because a sixth amendment ineffective assistance of counsel issue may be proffered when an obvious constitutional violation goes unnoticed by counsel. Also, where knowledge of constitutional infirmities is clouted by abstruse state procedures, the defendant cannot be charged with inexcusable neglect. See Henry v. Mississippi, 379 U.S. 443 (1965).

\(^4\) Justifications for affording a federal forum to a state prisoner include the necessity that federal courts have the "last say" with respect to questions of federal law, the inadequacy of state procedures to raise and preserve federal claims, and the concern that state judges may be unsympathetic to federally created rights. See Reits, Federal Habeas Corpus: Postconviction Remedy For State Prisoners, 108 U. PA. L. Rev. 461 (1960). But see Bator, Finality In Criminal Law and Federal Habeas Corpus For State Prisoners, 76 Harv. L. Rev. 441 (1963). Justice Harlan's dissent in Fay v. Noia, 372 U.S. 391, 448 (1963).
to federal prisoners by holding that, despite notions of finality, federal prisoners are no less entitled to such consideration and that there is no reason to give greater preclusive effect to procedural defaults by federal defendants than to similar defaults of state defendants.53

To supplement his conclusion Brennan placed particular reliance on Sanders v. United States54 where the Court reversed the denial of a second 2255 application after the first had been denied without a hearing.55 Speaking for the Sanders majority, Brennan concluded that controlling weight may not be given to a denial of a prior application if it was not adjudicated on the merits or if a different issue was presented by the new application.56 If a 2255 motion is granted where a new ground is presented through a repeat application, relief should certainly be granted on a constitutional ground initially presented subsequent to trial and appeal. In order to guarantee the full measure of constitutional protection to a federal defendant collateral relief should be available whenever a constitutional claim may arise.

The final contention promulgated by the government proposed that Kaufman’s claim that evidence admitted at his trial was the fruit of an illegal search was not a proper ground for collateral attack because of the remote relationship between collateral proceedings and the deterrent function of the exclusionary rule. Brennan did not explicitly refute this contention, but rather stated that it had been rejected with regard to state prisoners57 and, because federal prisoners were now being given equal consideration,58 the claim should be rejected regarding federal prisoners as well.

The Court concluded that:

Conventional notions of finality in criminal litigation cannot be permitted to defeat the manifest federal policy that federal constitutional rights shall not be denied without the fullest opportunity for plenary federal judicial review.59

Justice Black’s dissent60 admitted that collateral attack is justifiable where the constitutional integrity of the fact finding process had been violated, but demanded that the convicted defendant raise the type of constitutional claim that casts some degree of doubt on his guilt.61 Black noted that the historic role of the doctrine of habeas corpus was to insure against flaws in the guilt determining process.62

On the factual circumstances applicable to the Kaufman litigation, Black’s analysis traverses the issue. Harold Kaufman’s original plea was not guilty by reason of insanity;63 the illegally seized evidence related to the determination of his mental condition.64 Whether or not the accused actually committed the crime lapses into the realm of the irrelevant upon a plea of insanity. The focus of analysis should not center on the prisoner’s guilt, but on whether the admission of illegally seized evidence prevented the defendant from establishing mental incompetence. Thus, because the question of guilt is devoid of practical significance when the defendant pleads insanity, Justice Black’s dissent is relevant only to the extent that it relates

387 U.S. 294 (1967). Although these cases do not discuss the cognizability of search and seizure claims in a habeas corpus proceeding, the substantive effect of the decisions is to grant habeas relief on fourth amendment grounds.

54 394 U.S. at 228-31 (1969). Brennan rejected Thornton v. United States, 368 F.2d 822 (D.C. Cir. 1966), and adopted Judge Wright’s dissent which lends conclusive support to the Sanders holding: It would be anomalous indeed, especially in light of the interest in maintaining good federal—state relations, if defaults not precluding one adequate federal review for the constitutional claims of state prisoners precluded such a review for federal prisoners, or if defects rendering state court adjudications inadequate did not similarly affect federal court adjudications.

Id. at 831.


57 Sanders v. United States, 373 U.S. 1, 15-17 (1963).

58 The availability of collateral remedy works to insure the integrity of criminal proceedings at and before trial where constitutional rights are at stake. See generally cases cited note 52 supra.

59 See note 53 supra and accompanying text.


61 Defense counsel conceded that Kaufman committed the robbery. 394 U.S. at 231. Justice Black would apparently grant collateral relief only in situations where the prisoner’s innocence was obvious without regard to the repercussions of a conviction laden with constitutional infirmities.


63 Kaufman v. United States, 350 F.2d 408, 409 (8th Cir. 1965).

to the majority’s decision in terms of the deterrent purpose of the exclusionary rule. If, contrary to Black, collateral proceedings have any realistic deterrent effect on unconstitutional police activity, Kaufman should be given the opportunity of establishing his insanity without having to meet the challenge of illegally seized evidence.

The deterrent purpose of the exclusionary rule is to compel respect for the Fourth Amendment guaranty of freedom against unlawful search by removing the incentive to violate constitutional rights. Regarding the degree to which the exclusionary rule should be applied, the Kaufman issue may be presented as the confrontation between the deterrent effect that the expansion of collateral proceedings may have regarding official illegality in the form of Fourth Amendment violation and the public interest in convicting a defendant who, by his own admission, is guilty. Justice Black agreed with the decision in Thornton v. United States which indicated that collateral attack would be of little weight in achieving the pattern of lawful conduct by enforcement officials that is the object of the exclusionary rule. The Thornton Court felt that the fountainhead of maximum constitutional protection regarding illegal search and seizure had been crystallized in Section 41(e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure and that the need for enlarging collateral review in order to assure effective vindication of the constitutional interests involved was minimal.

This conclusion is antithetical to the doctrinal belief that the process of American criminal litigation must secure the constitutional integrity of the proceedings from arrest through incarceration. A semantic argument assuming that the enlargement of collateral remedies will not affect adherence to Fourth Amendment principles is based on a questionable presumption. Unless evidence can be gathered to empirically demonstrate that expanded collateral relief has absolutely no deterrent function, paramount constitutional considerations dictate the presumption that it does serve a deterrent purpose. Whether the need for securing constitutional adherence is perceived to be maximal or minimal, an avenue for admonishing constitutional integrity must always remain open.

While Justice Black’s dissent concerned itself with cutting back the scope of the exclusionary rule, Justice Harlan, joined by Justice Stewart, submitted a dissent disparaging the Court’s refusal to reduce the scope of collateral remedy. Harlan thought it unfortunate that the court used Kaufman to increase the availability of collateral remedy and contended that such availability should be narrowed. Harlan also dissented in Fay v. Noia where he stated that no matter what the circumstances, one wrongly convicted must pursue his vindication through the uncertain mechanism of executive clemency.

Although Harlan’s position is harsh, the policy underpinnings of his position coincide with the aforementioned considerations of finality. The administrative difficulties created by allowing post conviction, post appeal collateral attack on a previously uncontested constitutional point can

70 The public interest in repressing crime was long ago found to be subservient to the social need that the law “shall not be flouted by the insolence of the office.” The quoted language is that of Justice Cardozo, then Judge Cardozo, in People v. DeFore, 242 N.Y. 13, 150 N.E. 585, 589 (1926). The paramount social need demanding that every citizen have the type of protection designed to secure the common interest against the unlawful invasion of his property was the basis for the adoption of the exclusionary rule in Weeks v. United States, 232 U.S. 383 (1914). Whether the exclusionary rule is regarded as a judicial sanction or as a constitutional requirement, its magnitude is imbedded at the heart of American constitutional criminal law. Compare United States v. Wallace and Tiernan Co., 336 U.S. 793, 796 (1949) with Mapp v. Ohio, 367 U.S. 643, 648 (1961). Although in a particular case insistence upon such rules may appear as a technicality that benefits a guilty person, the history of the criminal law provides that tolerance of expediency in law enforcement impairs its enduring effectiveness. Miller v. United States, 357 U.S. 301, 313 (1958).

71 Thornton v. United States, 368 F.2d 822, 826 (D.C. Cir. 1966).
best be analyzed by striking an analogy between fresh fruit and wax fruit.

The principle of declaring evidence inadmissible because it was procured as a result of an illegal search and seizure has been referred to as the fruit of the poisonous tree doctrine. Where the fruit of the poisonous tree is contested in compliance with Section 41(e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, the problem of stale evidence is minimal because the fruit is still fresh—the litigation is proceeding, memories are vivid, and witnesses are available. However, if the claim of illegal search and seizure were entertained on collateral attack, not only might the entire trial be discarded, but, taking into account the possible unavailability of witnesses present at the original trial and lapses of memory, the fruit will have spoiled and stale evidence would become a distinct problem.

Whereas fresh fruit will spoil, wax fruit will not. Thus, if the fruit of an illegal search was considered to possess the longevity of wax fruit, the anti-collateral remedy analysis leads to the belief that the public interest in securing a just conviction would be prejudiced by the attenuated degree of finality in criminal litigation. The comparison between fresh fruit and wax fruit is demonstrative of the fact that it is not the physical evidence itself, but the manner in which it is obtained that should be the concern of the judiciary. Whether fruit is manifested as fresh fruit or wax fruit, it is still cognizable as fruit; whether constitutionally violative evidence is contested prior to trial or subsequent to conviction, it is still unconventionally seized evidence which, despite notions of finality, should not be admitted against a defendant.

Since 2255 relief is now available to vindicate Fourth Amendment violations, it is conceivable that tactical delays in presenting search and seizure claims could permit guilt to go unpunished. An attorney could refrain from objecting to the admission of illegally seized evidence, avoid the issue on appeal, and request collateral relief under 2255 after a sufficient length of time had passed. Even assuming that Kaufman can be read so as to make irrelevant a deliberate bypassing of an objection at trial, the drawback to this is that a possibly successful suppression of evidence would be foregone and the convicted defendant would remain incarcerated until strategy dictated the tender of a 2255 claim. In any event, it is necessary to establish guidelines under which a 2255 request which has satisfied the criteria requisite to collateral relief can be rejected.

Sanders v. United States enumerated basic standards governing situations in which a repeat application for 2255 relief can be denied. Collateral relief should be denied (1) where the ground for relief has been determined adversely to the applicant on a prior application and he cannot show that the ends of justice would be served by a redetermination, or (2) where the government can show that the applicant has abused the remedy.

These rules should likewise be applicable to federal prisoners requesting collateral relief on a previously uncontested constitutional issue. While the force of these rules would return the issue to the hands of the trial judge, the applicant for collateral relief would not be summarily dismissed simply because the nature of request was based on an alleged violation of the Fourth Amendment.

While a knowing waiver of constitutional rights and inexcusable neglect to proffer an objection to the admission of illegally seized evidence would constitute abuses of the remedy, other standards of abuse would have to be developed on a pragmatic, case by case basis through the discretion of the trial judge. The burden to show that the ends of justice would be served by a redetermination of his conviction should be on the applicant, but he must be given the opportunity to meet this burden. Before the aura of finality encompasses his conviction.
tion, a federal defendant should be given a complete adjudication on every constitutional claim asserted. It is hoped that frivolous claims will be denied as abuses of the 2255 remedy while meritorious claims will be vindicated. The availability of collateral remedy is necessary to insure the integrity of a conviction where constitutional rights are at stake.

Although Kaufman's attorney objected to the admission of the seized evidence at trial, and Kaufman himself sought to renew the objection on

*NOTE*

appeal, the Supreme Court's decision in *Kaufman* appears to entitle a federal prisoner to vindication of the Fourth Amendment defects of his trial through 2255 collateral relief even though the claim is raised subsequent to trial and appeal. The ramifications of this decision have significant potential in liberalizing the rules controlling the grounds upon which 2255 relief may be granted.

Heretofore the 2255 remedy has been summarily denied in numerous situations involving constitutional claims. This is perhaps due to lack of certainty surrounding the available bases for collateral relief. However, an attempt to confine the right to collateral relief, whether in 2255 or habeas corpus proceedings, into special, all inclusive categories could lead to a denial of relief where it would proper. Thus, because of the unsystematized nature of the law regarding collateral relief, a rational determination of the proper grounds on which to perfect a collateral appeal is extremely difficult. *Kaufman* alleviated this difficulty to a great extent.

Alternative patterns of reasoning were available to the *Kaufman* Court which would not have significantly affected the state of law regarding collateral relief. Firstly, the Court could have fit *Kaufman* into the "exceptional circumstances"
doctrine of the *Thornton* decision and granted 2255 relief on that basis. Because appellate counsel did not preserve trial counsel's challenge to the admission of illegally seized evidence despite his client's express wishes, the Court could have conceivably ruled that 2255 relief was available because exceptional circumstances prohibited the court of appeals from passing on the search and seizure claim. Thus, since 2255 relief was always available under exceptional circumstances, *Kaufman* would be restricted to granting collateral relief on Fourth Amendment grounds only upon a showing of exceptional circumstances causing the failure to raise the issue at trial or on appeal. However, the Court chose to reject *Thornton* and thereby indicated that collateral relief would be available anytime a Fourth Amendment claim was requested regardless of the ability to demonstrate the existence of exceptional circumstances.

Secondly, if the *Kaufman* Court had simply alluded to the habeas corpus decisions regarding state prisoners with Fourth Amendment claims and extended 2255 relief on that basis, the decision would have had restricted import. The doctrine denying 2255 relief on search and seizure grounds would be overturned, but no added significance could be gleaned from the opinion. The Court, however, chose to discuss the Fourth Amendment question in unrestricted language:

The provision of federal collateral remedies rests more fundamentally upon a recognition that adequate protection of constitutional rights relating to the criminal trial process requires the continuing availability of a mechanism for relief.

The language of the Court indicates that *Kaufman* is cogent authority for granting 2255 relief on any constitutional ground.

By rejecting the two available approaches, the *Kaufman* Court is in effect intimating that all constitutional claims are cognizable under Section 2255 whenever they may be brought if the applicant can demonstrate that he is not abusing the remedy. This result creates a flexible categorization of the grounds available for collateral relief so that every person indicated for a crime will be entitled to a full and fair adjudication of every valid constitutional impediment asserted regardless of procedural defaults. It is herein submitted that the constitutional preservation of individual rights and the assurance against their deprivation are paramount to considerations of administrative time pressure and, therefore, a mechanism for collateral relief should be available to insure the constitutional integrity of criminal litigation.

---

91 See text accompanying note 4 *supra*.
95 See note 26 *supra* and accompanying text.
96 Note 53 *supra*.
97 Note 52 *supra*.
98 Kaufman v. United States, 394 U.S. 217, 226 (1969) (emphasis added); see also, Id. at 229; "Thus, collateral relief... contributes to the present vitality of all constitutional rights..." (emphasis added).